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B.E. (Aeronautical Engineering) Seventh Semester (C.B.S.) 
Design of Machine Elements 

 
P. Pages :  2 NIR/KW/18/3608 

Time : Three Hours Max. Marks : 80 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 Notes : 1. All questions carry marks as indicated. 

 2. Solve Question 1 OR Questions No. 2. 

 3. Solve Question 3 OR Questions No. 4. 

 4. Solve Question 5 OR Questions No. 6. 

 5. Solve Question 7 OR Questions No. 8. 

 6. Due credit will be given to neatness and adequate dimensions. 

 7. Assume suitable data whenever necessary. 

 8. Diagrams should be given whenever necessary. 

 9. Illustrate your answers whenever necessary with the help of neat sketches. 

 10. Use of non programmable calculator is permitted. 

 11. Design data book is permitted.   

 

    

1. a) Discuss the factor governing the selection of the material to design the machine 

component.  

 

5 

 b) State the desirable properties of machine elements Explain any three in brief.  

 

5 

 c) Discuss in detail about computer aided design and optimum design, state their relevance 

in design machine element.  

 

10 

2. a) A line shaft supporting two pulleys A & B as shown in figure 1. Power is supplied to the 

shaft by means of a vertical belt on a pulley A. Which is then transmitted to the pulley B 

carrying a horizontal belt. The ratio of belt tension on Tight and loose side is 3:1. The 

limiting value of tension in the belt is 2.7 kN. The shaft is made of plain carbon steel 

40C8 ( )2 2Sut 650N / mm and Syt 380 N / mm=  = . The pulleys are keyed to the shaft. 

Determine the diameter of shaft according to the ASME code if Kb = 1.5 and Kt = 1. 
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Figure 1 : Schematics of a shaft  
 

15 

 b) What do you mean by term welded joint? How is it different from riveted joint.  

 

5 

3. a) Design a suitable bush pin type coupling to couple the shafts to transmits 20kW at 1000rpm 

assume suitable materials.  

 

 

8 
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 b) It is required to design a helical compression spring subjected to maximum force of 1250N. 

The deflection of the spring corresponding to the maximum force should be approximately 

30mm. The spring index is taken as 6. The spring is made of patented and cold drawn steel 

wire. The ultimate tensile strength and modulus of rigidity of spring material are 1090 and 

81370 N/mm2 respectively. The permissible shear stress for the spring wire should be taken 

as 50% of the ultimate tensile strength. Design the spring & calculate.  

i) Wire diameter.  ii) Mean coil diameter.  

iii) Number of active coils.  iv) Total no of coils.  

v) Free length.  vi) Pitch of the coil.  

 

12 

4. a) A Flange coupling connects two shafts of equal diameter in order to transmit 10 kW at 

500 rpm. Shaft are made of SAE 1030 steel os also the bolts. The flanges are made of cast 

iron. Design the flange coupling for the same torque capacity as of the shaft.  

 

10 

 b) What is standardization of rolling contact bearing and what is the significance of each 

number. Explain in details.  

 

5 

 c) Differentiate between hydrodynamic and hydrostatic Lubrication. 

  

5 

5. a) Discuss the stresses generated in spring in details  

 

8 

 b) A single row deep groove ball bearing is subjected to a 30 second work cycle that consist 

of the following two parts.  

 Part 1 Part 2 

Duration (s)  10 20 

Radial Load (kN)  45 15 

Axial load (kN) 12.5 6.25 

Speed (rpm) 720 1440 

 The static and dynamic capacities of the ball bearing are 50 kN & 68 kN 

respectively. Calculate expected life of the bearing.  

 

12 

6. a) A pair of spur gear with 20º stub. teeth is required to transmits 75 kW at a pinion speed of 

5000 rpm the velocity ratio is 10 and it is meant for continuous duty. Determine the module, 

face width and pitch diameter of both pinion gear also suggest suitable heat treatment 

process.  

 

15 

 b) Why helical gears are preferred for high speed and differentiate the helical gear with spur 

gear.  

 

5 

7. a) A flat leather belt drive has to transmit power from 1000 rpm motor to 350 rpm line shaft. 

Which requires 1200 N-M average torque. if diameter of large pulley is 1000 mm and 

centre distance 5m. Design a suitable belt drive.  

 

15 

 b) What are the advantages of V belt over flat belt.  

 

5 

8. a) What type of stresses are indused in the flywheel.  

 

5 

 b) A cast iron flywheel used in press has to store an energy 4000 N-M in each revolution if 

average speed of flywheel is 200 rpm and maximum diameter is limited to 1000mm, 

determine the weight of the flywheel, rim dimension and stresses in rim. Allowable 

fluctuation in the speed of flywheel is 15%.  

15 
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